THE
A LB E R TA
B OOK
P U B LI S H I N G
CONFERENCE

T H U R S D AY S E P T E M B E R 1 4
Delta South in Edmonton
Calgary Room
4:30 –5:00

Board Meeting
5:00–6:00

Board Supper
6:00–6:30

A G M Registration
6:30–8:30

AG M

Delta South in Edmonton
Emerald/Sapphire Room
8 : 3 0 –1 0 : 3 0

Opening Reception:
Beer Books And Trivia

DAY 1

F R I DAY S E P T E M B E R 1 5
8:00–9:00
9 : 0 0 –1 0 : 0 0

B R E A K FA S T

Keynote: The Why of Publishing
Alan Twigg

1 0 : 0 0 –1 0 :1 5

BREAK

1 0 :1 5 –1 0 :4 5

Alberta Books That Have Inspired My Films
Tom Radford

1 0 :4 5 –1 2 : 0 0

Pecha Kucha Sessions
Dr. Derek Truscott
Kerry Clare
Brenda Schmidt
Jerome Martin
Lien DeNil

1 2 : 0 0 –1: 0 0
1:00–2:00

LU N C H

Keynote: The How of Publishing
Bruce Walsh

2:00–3:00

Pecha Kucha Sessions
Alexander Finbow
Lorene Shyba
Patti McIntosh
Cathie Crooks & Peter Midgley
Kelsey Attard

3 : 0 0 – 3 :1 5

BREAK

3 :1 5 – 4 : 0 0

Sculpting a Good Idea to a Great Book
Gail Anderson-Dargatz

4:00 – 4:30

DISCUSSION

6:30–9:30

AWA R D S G A L A

DAY 2

S AT U R D AY S E P T E M B E R 1 6
8:00–9:00
9 : 0 0 –1 0 : 0 0

B R E A K FA S T

Report back: What we heard/said/learned
Megan Hall
Tom Lore
Alison Cobra

1 0 : 0 0 –1 0 :1 5
1 0 :1 5 –11 :1 5

BREAK

Getting The Word Out
Alexander Finbow
Brian Scrivener
Matt Bowes

11 :1 5 –11 : 3 0

Closing Remarks
Alexander Finbow

11: 3 0 –1 2 : 3 0

LU N C H

D AY 1 S E S S I O N S
9 : 0 0 –1 0 : 0 0

Keynote: The ‘Why’ of Publishing B Y Alan Twigg
The future is always intimidating. But look at our hard-won
progress. In half a lifetime, we have gone from famine to feast.
An argument can be made that book publishing has more cultural
impact than all other arts combined. Reading is a private activity
so the dynamism of book publishing is hugely under-recognized.
Publishing is an art form as much as it is a business. With much
fortitude Western Canadian publishing has persevered and
even thrived despite box stores, Harperism, e-book hype and
increasingly technology-driven libraries. Now the de-centralization of the hierarchy from Toronto is being severely eroded and
it’s feeling like the 1970s sometimes. So we must learn to argue
more persuasively on behalf of the progress we have made and
also take heart from the fact that our under-staffed and undersupported western publishing houses have survived at a better
rate than those in Ontario where corporatism has been lethal.
Meanwhile, the superb technology of the printed book has won the
day. We must now strategize as to how we can work together as
a rear-guard movement in an era of the incessant lure of screens
and diminishing attention spans. Much of our fight is about money.
So we must continue to develop our own value systems, our own
institutions, our own alliances. Given what I have witnessed in
the past thirty-five years, I am confident the ingenuity and social
responsibility of Western Canadian publishing will prevail.
1 0 : 0 0 –1 0 :1 5 B R E A K
1 0 :1 5 –1 0 :4 5

Alberta Books That Have Inspired My Films B Y Tom Radford
Filmmaker Tom Radford, seven times named best Director at
the Alberta Film Awards describes the influence of books on
his career as a documentary filmmaker in the west.
Pecha Kucha Sessions
1. Reading Minds: Why Books are Important for Humans
1 0 :4 5 –1 2 : 0 0

B Y Dr. Derek Truscott

At the risk of overstating the obvious, books are created and
used by humans. But looking at them in this way does raise the
question of why homo sapiens would engage in such behaviour.
Is the writing and reading of books simply mental masturbation—
pleasurable but ultimately pointless? Or is a more productive
purpose being served? Drawing on historical and psychological
research of language, writing, and reading, I will explore the
possibility that books are an important cultural technology that
has influenced the evolution of our species.

2. Why Book Blogs Matter B Y Kerry Clare
In 2011, the blog bubble burst after a heady few years during
which blogs were supposed to be the answer to every single
question, for readers, writers, and publishers alike. But while
blogs turned out not to be the answer to everything, they still
matter, perhaps more than ever, and they’ve become an essential
aspect of literary culture online.
3. Winging It: A Poet’s Guide to Social Media B Y Brenda Schmidt
How does a remote, rural writer take flight in the current
publishing landscape? How can social media change the way
we approach the writing life? Here are some thoughts on why
creating a happy flap matters in these swiftly changing times.
4. Books: The Potential for Excellence B Y Jerome Martin
We cannot imagine our lives without books. We are fortunate:
Books in Canada and many other countries are relatively
inexpensive and may be borrowed at no cost from public
libraries. We can easily purchase or access books from
this country and virtually anywhere in the world. Writers,
publishers, bookstores, funding agencies, libraries; it’s a good
system – but it could be better. This session will celebrate the
book in its various forms and will also explore new opportunities
and visions of what we could create and share, based primarily
on a blend of traditional paper books and new technology.
5. The Act of Publishing B Y Lien DeNil
The literary process is central to our culture, and publishers
play a vital role in building, disseminating and celebrating
Canadian literature from coast-to-coast-to-coast, and abroad.
This talk will explore the role of publishing and the significance
of stories in the cultural makeup of Canada as it relates to the
Canada Council for the Arts.
1 2 : 0 0 – 1 : 0 0 LU N C H
1:00–2:00

Keynote: The ‘How’ of Publishing B Y Bruce Walsh
In the four years since its launch, University of Regina Press
has published six national bestsellers, sold rights to publishers
in China, Japan, Korea, and the UK, been profiled in Publishers
Weekly and The Guardian, had cover stores in the Globe and
Mail, The Chronicle of Higher Education Review, and First
Nations Drum, and won many, many awards. How have they
done it? Bruce explains why success doesn’t happen by chance
and describes the fundamentals as key to their business model.

2:00–3:00

Afternoon Pecha Kucha Sessions

1. A Book for Everyone B Y Alexander Finbow
Creating a book is but a small part of the business of publishing. Actually, persuading readers to give your book their
time and money can be the hardest aspect of our industry.
We’ll look at different approaches to finding readers, what
has worked and what hasn’t based on our experiences in the
quest to help our books succeed.
2. Lessons from Magazines to Books B Y Lorene Shyba
In this breakneck session* Lorene Shyba will draw upon hardearned lessons from the magazine industry to enhance your
courage and expertise in book publishing. This adventure
includes pros and cons of advertising and ties with truthiness;
backlist collections; why’s and wherefores of committing to,
then revising editorial calendars; building series and editorial
calendars; matters pertaining to social media, and ethical
issues related to the killing of trees. * This session will not actually
break your neck, it’s just that this is a topic worthy of a 3-credit postsecondary course. A double espresso beforehand is a prerequisite.

3. My Life as a Girl, So Far: A Project in Three Languages
and Two Countries with 24 Contributors B Y Patti McIntosh
In this presentation, Patti McIntosh will talk about the latest
children’s rights book from Junior Global Citizen Club – My Life
as a Girl, So Far – and the process in bringing the illustrated
book to life: from a post-earthquake conversation on a hotel
balcony in Port-au-Prince, Haiti to the anticipated launch of the
book on the International Day of the Girl in Jacmel, Haiti on
11 October 2017. Patti will talk about the joys and challenges
of working with 24 artists and collaborators in two countries,
in three languages, to tell the story My Life as a Girl, So Far.
(It is mostly joys – and working in pictures really helps…)
4. Surviving Surviving the Gulag

B Y Cathie Crooks &

Peter Midgley

Dead author. Surviving relatives. No chapters or subheads in
sight. What happens next? (And we still wonder whether Ilsa
was a Nazi...)
5. Freewheeling with Freehand B Y Kelsey Attard
Kelsey Attard from Freehand Books will share some of the
ways that they are trying to get their books out into the world
– some things that have worked really well, some things that
they thought would work but didn’t, and some things that they
thought had no change of working but did.

3 : 0 0 – 3 :1 5 B R E A K
3 :1 5 – 4 : 0 0

Sculpting a Good Idea to a Great Book BY Gail Anderson-Dargatz
Many book manuscripts suffer from a lack of thorough development. This can stand in the way of their potential for success,
or even prevent them from being published. In this interactive
session, award-winning novelist and writing coach, Gail,
explores the steps and strategies of development editing that
help turn a good book idea into a great book.

D AY 2 S E S S I O N S
9 : 0 0 –1 0 : 0 0

Report Back: What we heard/said/learned
BY

Megan Hall
Tom Lore
Alison Cobra

What we heard, what we learned, and what questions we
still have.
1 0 : 0 0 –1 0 :1 5 B R E A K
1 0 :1 5 –11 :1 5

Getting The Word Out
BY

Alexander Finbow on Fiction/Graphic
Brian Scrivener on Open Access
Matt Bowes on Literary

Creating a book is but a small part of the business of publishing.
Actually persuading readers to give your book their time and
money can be the hardest aspect of our industry. We’ll look at
different approaches to finding readers, what has worked and
what hasn’t based on our experiences in the quest to help our
books succeed.
1 1 : 1 5 – 1 1 : 3 0 C LO S I N G R E M A R K S
1 1 : 3 0 – 1 2 : 3 0 LU N C H

SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES
G A I L A N D E R S O N - D A R G AT Z ,

whose fictional style has been
called ‘Pacific Northwest gothic’ by the Boston Globe, has
been published worldwide in English and in many other
languages. A Recipe for Bees and The Cure for Death by
Lighting were international bestsellers, and were both
finalists for the prestigious Giller Prize in Canada. The Cure
for Death by Lightning won the UK’s Betty Trask Prize among
other awards. Both Turtle Valley and A Rhinestone Button
were national bestsellers in Canada and her first book, The
Miss Hereford Stories, was short-listed for the Leacock Award
for humour. Her most recent novel, The Spawning Grounds,
was again a national bestseller and was nominated for the
OLA Evergreen Award, the Sunburst Award and shortlisted
for the Canadian Authors’ Association Literary Award for
fiction. After nearly a decade of teaching within the OptionalResidency MFA program in creative writing at the University
of British Columbia, Gail now mentors writers around the
world through her own on-line forums. She lives in the
Shuswap in south-central British Columbia, the landscape
found in so much of her writing. For more, please visit her
website at gailanderson-dargatz.ca or follow her on Twitter
@AndersonDargatz.
is the managing editor of Freehand Books,
a literary publisher. She has a Master of Publishing degree
from Simon Fraser University and has previously worked
for the Writers’ Guild of Alberta and Lone Pine Publishing.
She lives in Calgary with her husband and daughter, and
she loves reading and talking about books.
K E L S E Y AT TA R D

is the General Manager of NeWest Press, an
independent literary publisher located in Edmonton, Alberta.
In his spare time, he co-hosts Bollywood is for Lovers, a
bi-weekly podcast on Hindi cinema. He has also presented
two film series at the Metro Cinema Society, the first on comic
books and film called Graphic Content, and a retrospective
on outlaw filmmaker Seijun Suzuki. His critical writing
has appeared at the pulp, Sequential Tart and at his blog,
thisnerdinglife.com.
M AT T B O W E S

has been blogging for seventeen years, about
books and reading her blog Pickle Me This for the last
decade. She’s also been editor of the Canadian books website,
49thShelf.com, since 2011, and writes essays, reviews and
short fiction. Her debut novel, Mitzi Bytes, was published
in March.
KERRY CLARE

is a marketing specialist at the University
of Calgary Press. She has worked with UBC Press, the
Journal of Molecular Ecology and Journal of Molecular Ecology
Resources, and independent peer-review startup Axios Review.
ALISON COBRA

is the Associate Director / Manager Planning
& Operations at the University of Alberta Press. She is a
publishing, marketing, and communications specialist and
experienced project manager.
C AT H I E C R O O K S

is a program officer for literature at the Canada
Council for the Arts. She works in the program Supporting
Artistic Practice where she administers core and project
funding grants for organizations such as literary publishers,
publishing associations, and magazines. Prior to joining the
Canada Council, Lien worked in publishing for several years
including as Manager of Digital Publishing and International
Markets at Livres Canada Books, and as International Rights
Executive at Westwood Creative Artists literary agency
in Toronto.
LIEN DE NIL

is an author and publisher at Canmore
based comic book, graphic novel, and children’s book
publisher Renegade Arts Entertainment. After 20 years
working in the film and TV industry, Alexander took the
reigns of UK based Renegade, relocating the company to
Canada. Known for innovative marketing and promotional
campaigns that allow this small publisher to punch well
above its weight in the market.
ALEXANDER FINBOW

is Acting Director of Athabasca University Press,
an open-access scholarly publishing house based in Edmonton.
Megan has been working in university press publishing for
more than a decade and is passionate about scholarship
and the systems that support the dissemination of research
and knowledge.
MEGAN HALL

Since 2012, T O M L O R E is the Sales and Marketing Manager for
Brush Education. With Brush’s varied list of trade, academic,
and medical titles, as well as working dog training resources
published through its Dog Training Press imprint, he must
engage with a wide range of audiences and work with many
different retail channels and representatives. He also manages
Brush’s print and ebook metadata. Tom has a BA in English
from the University of Alberta and a Public Relations Diploma
from MacEwan University. In his spare time, he enjoys cycling,
playing basketball, and of course, reading (although he has to
admit, sometimes the movie is better).
was born in Maple Creek, Saskatchewan, at
the edge of the Cypress Hills. He is a photographer, musician,
publisher, storyteller and avid blogger whose motto is Learning,
Creating and Sharing. Jerome is a graduate of the Universities
of Saskatchewan and Alberta and is Past President of the BPAA.
JEROME MARTIN

has been writing and publishing illustrated
children’s rights books since 2005. Working with Tara Langlois
under the banner Junior Global Citizens Club, they have
collaborated internationally — and across Canada — to create
four books: The Remarkable Maria, Ollie’s Field Journal:
A 9/10ths Happy Story from Africa, Theo in the Spotlight —
and My Life as a Girl, So Far. Their first three books were each
recognized as Children’s Book of the Year and Illustrated Book
of the Year by the Book Publishing Association of Alberta.
P AT T I M C I N T O S H

is the Senior Editor (Acquisitions) at the
University of Alberta Press. He has 30 years’ experience editing
and translating materials in English, Afrikaans, and isiXhosa.
He holds a PhD in African Literature and Indigenous Knowledge
Systems. His latest book, Unquiet Bones, was shortlisted for
the Robert Kroetsch City of Edmonton Book Prize.
PETER MIDGLEY

Winner of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal and the
Billington Award for lifetime contribution to the Alberta film
industry, T O M R A D F O R D ’s career as a writer and director spans
forty-five years. Born in Edmonton to a Pulitzer Prize-winning
newspaper family that came to Alberta in 1905, Tom has
carried on a tradition of portraying the distinctive character
of the west and north to Canada and the world. He has won
the Best Director prize at the Alberta Film Awards on eight
separate occasions for films as diverse as China Mission,

Ernest Brown Pioneer Photographer, and Tipping Point, The Age
of the Oil Sands. His films have won honours from the Banff
Television Festival, to San Francisco, New York, Guangzhou, and
Florence . . . leading to the Alberta Award of Excellence presented
by Peter Lougheed.
is a naturalist and visual artist living in
Creighton, a mining town on the Canadian Shield in northern
Saskatchewan, where she explores creative paths between the
natural and digital worlds. Author of four books of poetry and
a book of essays, her work has been published, performed,
shown and broadcast across Canada and was part of a poetry
installation at the University of Exeter (UK). A past reviewer of
fiction, nonfiction, and poetry for Quill & Quire, she founded
the Ore Samples Writers Series in 2016 and currently serves on
the Sage Hill Writing board of directors. Her work is included in
The Best of The Best Canadian Poetry in English: Tenth Anniversary Edition (Tightrope, 2017). Her book Culverts Beneath
the Narrow Road will be published by Thistledown Press in the
spring of 2018. She is the seventh Saskatchewan Poet Laureate.
BRENDA SCHMIDT

is Director at University of Calgary Press.
He has worked in publishing since the 1970s, as Acquisitions
Editor at the University of BC Press, Senior Editor at Opus Sports
Books, Editorial Director at Raincoast Books during the Harry
Potter years, and as a freelance editor and commercial writer.
BRIAN SCRIVENER

is and has been, in no particular order, a book
and magazine publisher, graphic designer, web and video game
developer, international theatre impresario, video producer,
advertising art director, TV talent, rancher, digital art curator,
and university professor – things that overall have contributed
to an eclectic life of creative knowledge building. Dr. Shyba’s
PhD is in the Communications/Humanities field of Interactive
Media and she has been on faculty in Communication and
Media departments at the University of Lethbridge, McMaster
University, and the University of Montana, and currently at the
University of Calgary. She is publisher at Durvile Publications
Ltd. and UpRoute Books and Media with current projects
underway in the True Cases series, the Professional Reflections
series, and the Art Survival Activity series. Apropos to this
Pecha Kucha session, she discloses the fact that she was the
founding executive director of the Alberta Magazine Publishers
Association.
LOREN E SHYBA

is a Psychologist, Professor, and Director
of Counselling Training in the Faculty of Education at the
University of Alberta. He has practiced, researched, taught,
and written about applied psychology for over thirty years.
He is the author of three books dealing with professional ethics
and psychotherapy, an avid reader of fiction and non-fiction,
and an incorrigible bibliophile. Derek’s love of psychotherapy
and books finds its apogee in his fascination with the power of
words to influence people’s lives.
DR . DEREK TRUSCOT T

has written seventeen books, including Tibetans
in Exile: The Dalai Lama & The Woodcocks; Full-Time:
A Soccer Story; Aboriginality: The Literary Origins of British
Columbia; and Intensive Care: A Memoir. Twigg publishes
BC Bookworld, a newspaper about books and authors from
British Columbia; and ABCBookWorld, an online encyclopedia
of BC authors; he has also created BC BookLook, an online
omnibus news hub for BC literature; and he created and
manages The Ormsby Review, a critical journal for academics
and authors. Among documentary films Twigg has written,
produced and hosted are George Woodcock, Anarchist of
Cherry Street; Jeannette Armstrong: Knowledge-Keeper;
and Spilsbury’s Coast which aired nationally on CBC. Other
documentary film subjects have included Eric Nicol, Peter
Trower, and the activist/poet Bud Osborn. He is a member
of the Order of Canada, and recipient of the Lieutenant
Governor’s Award for Literary Excellence in 2016. For more
information: alantwigg.com.
ALAN TWIGG

A thirty-year veteran of the book industry, B R U C E W A L S H is
a two-time winner of the Libris Award for his “outstanding
contribution to Canadian publishing.” As former Vice President
of Margaret Atwood’s LongPen and director of marketing at
McClelland & Stewart, he has worked with many celebrated
authors, both in Canada and internationally. In June 2013, he
returned to his first love — academic publishing — to launch
University of Regina Press, which quickly built a reputation for
groundbreaking and bestselling books. A Trudeau Foundation
Mentor, he is the recipient of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee
Medal for work on the environment, freedom of expression,
and advancement of culture.
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